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 Injuries happen.  No matter how much I would like to believe injuries can be

prevented, they can't all be prevented. What you do when you are injured can make

a big impact.  If an athlete has an injured limb they are 75% healthy so why not

train 75% of the body.  An example being, if a athlete has an injured left arm; both

legs can be work as well as the right arm.  The question I hear most often, "won't

that make me unbalanced?"  Yes, but there is a cool principal called Cross Transfer. 

Announcements

October can be a great time of year and it

can also be a very frustrating of year.  It is

the start of the post season for fall sports

and hopefully it ends the way you want it to.  

I would like to use this time to remind all our

athletes that  the journey to the post season

begins in the off season.  The weight room is

a great place to get better and it is open year

round. The path to success  in the weight

room is through constancy.  The saying, "If

you do use it you lose it," is true.  If you take

a long break from the weight room, you are 

 losing the gains you have made.  You then

have to spend time acquiring the strength

you had before you can get stronger.  

 

Winter is fast approaching.  If you are winter

a sport athlete who has not found their way

to the weight room, I strongly suggest you do

so.  You will be lifting with your team, when

the season starts.  Your body will be

incredibly sore when you start a workout

program. I would hate for you to experience

this soreness while participating in practice.  

 

As a reminder, the weight will be closed on

Wednesdays because  I am interning at

University Schools.  If that changes for the

winter season, there will be an email sent

through final forms.  

Overview



CROSS TRANSFER

ADVANTAGES 

 Can strength train 75% of the body
 Ability to train aerobically
Can reduce muscle atrophy (lost of muscle mass
due to inactivity )

1.
2.
3.

Cross Transfer (Cross Education) is phenomenon that occurs when an untrained limb receives some of
the same benefits in performance from unilateral training that the working limb receives.  In simpler
terms, an athlete can train the health limbs and the injured limb can gain strength even though it is not
being worked.  There have been a number of different studies that determined the non working limb
strength gains are 15% to 30% of the working limb.  The gains comes from nervous system and through
hormones released in the blood stream  

GUIDELINES
 Any rehab of the injured limb should be done
under the supervision of an athletic trainer or a
physical therapist.
 A doctor, athletic trainer, and/or physical
therapist will set any restrictions
 Select exercises that do not cause any pain to
the injured limb
Eccentric training (negative training) has been
shown to be the most effect.
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